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Two sets of problems are generated comprising of 500 and
Pn200 instances that
can be used with two different objective fitness functions ( j=1 ωj Tj and Cmax )
effectively making 1400 problems in total.
Problems are generated using all combinations of machines m and jobs n where
(m) ∈ [5, 10, 15, 20, 25] and n ∈ [10, 25, 50, 100]. For each of the 20 parameter
combinations 25 problems are generated for the training set and 10 for the test
set. Each problem is considered using both fitness metrics, doubling the number
of training and test instances.
The processing time for an operation is selected randomly from a uniform distribution following [3] using Equation 1.
pi,j,k = U [m/2, m2]

(1)

The release dates are drawn randomly from one of two distributions as in [3]
using Equation 2 depending on the number of jobs in the problem instance.
(
U [0, 20] if n < 50
(2)
ri =
U [0, 40] if n ≥ 50
Due dates are defined as in [1] using Equation 3. The term c is fixed at 1.3, the
average of the values used in [2] which investigated the difficulty of relatively
“tight” problems generate with c = 1.4 and c = 1.2.
di = ri + c ×

n
X

pij

(3)

j=1

Job weights are selected using the 4:2:1 rule taken from [4] which is informed by
research suggesting that 20% of a company’s customers are the most important,
60 % are of of average importance and 20% are less important. Consequently
the first 20% of jobs in an instance are assigned a weight of 4, the next 60%
receive a weight of 2 and the remaining 20% of an instances jobs are given a
weight of 1.
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